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Aim of this study
●

●

●

This study is performed by people working on software (engineering)
and sustainability related issues within Karlskrona Sustainability Design
Alliance
This study is prepared for the Finnish Ministry of Transportation and
Communication working group on Climate and Environment effects of
ICT (#ICTClimate)
The aim of this study is to collect information from literature concerning
the ways software and systems, as well as processes of software
engineering, can have an effect on environment and thus climate.

Categories to be considered
●
●
●
●

Footprint of software and systems
○

Energy efficiency issues as a way to decrease the footprint

○

Sustainability as a quality attribute

Sustainability within software engineering process

Handprint of software and systems
Increasing the awareness of the effects of software and systems

in Fig. 1.2. We have worked mainly with papers published in the area of software,
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Calero & Piattini: Introduction to Green in Software
Engineering, Green in Software Engineering, Springer,
2015
Green software is defined in [57] as software that must fulfil three high-level
requirements:

• Software sustainability

1. The required software engineering processes of software development, maintenance and disposal must save resources and reduce waste.
ORGANIZATION
2. Software execution must save resources
and reduce waste.
SUSTAINABILITY
3. Software must support sustainable
development.
Business
According to [22],
green software is ‘an application that
produces as little waste
Services
as possible during itsProcess
development and operation’. Sustainability
Sustainability

• the way to achieve sustainable software is
principally by improving power
consumption but rarely if ever the objective1.3.3.1

• Software engineering sustainability

Informa!on
Systems
Sustainability

Green by Software Versus Green in Software
ICT Sustainability

As happened with Green IT, green software can be divided into green by software
IT Sustainability
and green in software. Again, the main
difference is whether the goal pursued is to
have more environment-friendly software or So"ware
if it is rather to produce software that
Hardware
helps the environment. Figure 1.6 shows
this
inSust.
diagram form.
Sust.

• Sustainability should generally be taken into
account from the very first stages of
software development

• Green software

• Produces as little waste as possible during
its development and operation

• Green in Software Engineering

• include green practices as part of the
software development process

Fig. 1.2 Sustainability levels
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Fig. 1.6 ‘Green by’ and ‘Green in’ software
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primarily focus on computer hardware, led to the understanding that “the most strategic aspect of energy efficient
computing will be the evolution of application software
to facilitate system-wide energy efficiency” [1, p.58]. This
paper presents a method to develop and apply metrics and
measurement methods to measure the energy consumption
that is directly related to the software. The method presented
here should enable software developers to continuously
measure and monitor the energy consumption of the software
during the development process. It seamlessly integrates into
the GREENSOFT Model (cf. figure. 1), a reference model for
Green and Sustainable Software [2].

Server converts the values to performance counters. The
instrumented application also writes performance counters.
These can be read, e.g. by logging or monitoring tools
to analyze the software regarding its energy consumption.
To accomplish the instrumentation the set-up builds on
an API provided by Intel to perform the source code
instrumentation [3]. Using this set-up, existing source code
can be expanded by counters. These numerical values can
be used e.g. for counting loop cycles, marking entry and
exit points of code fragments, counting the amount of how
often parts of software are frequented, etc.

methods of energy efficiency measurement. Benchmarking
methods are able to measure a system as a black box
and can generate a statement on how the entire system
(software and hardware) performs on the whole. When it
comes to measuring a given software, one cannot apply
these benchmarks because each of them is customized for
one specific group of tasks (database benchmarks, graphic
benchmarks, etc.). The approach of Dick et al. [4] defines
individual scenarios for a specific group of software (e.g.
Browsers) and then measures concrete occurrences with the
same scenario, which can give a better statement about the
software’s energy consumption. These approaches can be
categorized as black box measurements because they do not
allow to take a look inside, which is their main disadvantage.
That is why we propose a kind of white box measurement
to tell in which part of software there is potential for energy
savings. A white box method is better suited to find resource
intensive parts of programs and to improve them. To do so,
we will use a known technique: source code instrumentation,
which is often used in the context of software profiling, e.g.
for runtime analysis.

Johann et al.: How to Measure Energy-Efficiency of
Software: Metrics and Measurement Results, GREENS,
2012
• Generic metric to measure software and a method to apply it in a
software engineering process

II. D EVELOPMENT OF C USTOM M ETRICS

Metrics for energy efficient software rely on its useful
work done [3]. Since, modern software consists of manifold
modules that all have a special purpose, there can be more
than just one metric. The software parts can be measured
individually or combined. For a proper comparison of software the measured modules should be as similar as possible.
Basically a generic metric can be defined as
EnergyEf f iciency =

U sef ulW orkDone
.
U sedEnergy

III. M EASURING THE E NERGY C ONSUMPTION

The experimental set-up to perform a white box
measurement consists of a set of components (cf. figure
3). The system under test runs an instrumented application
and is connected to a power meter. The power meter
is connected to the measuring system, where an Energy

There already exist approaches for measuring software energy consumption, mostly as black box measurement. White
box measurements, relying on source code instrumentation,
are hardly used. Figure 2 intends to classify the known
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mobile application execution. In addition, Analyzer thoroughly
inspects energy-traces to build power models for application
power estimation.

analyse the logged energy statistics. The detailed de
aforementioned attributes is as given below.
Granularity indicates the extent to which an ene
estimates the power consumption of an application. Th
of granularity include mobile application, application
path, thread, source-code line, function, burst, applic
3. Taxonomy of mobile application energy proﬁling schemes
ponent, and process. Fine-granular (e.g., source-cod
path) estimations result in high estimation accuracy
This section highlights and discusses a thematic taxonomy for
with coarse-granular estimations. However,
ﬁne
the classiﬁcation of mobile application
energy proﬁling schemes.
R.W. Ahmad et al. / Journal of Network and Computer Applications 58 (2015) 42–59
45
requires the following: (a) extensive resource monitori
We categorized the existing energy proﬁling schemes based on
resource synchronization between application activit
their design pattern. Energy proﬁling schemes are classiﬁed into
updating rate of smart battery sensors, and (c) elonga
two main categories: (a) software based and (b) hardware based.
application proﬁling time. Coarse-granular proﬁling (e
The software and hardware based energy proﬁling schemes are
further categorized based on the common characteristics among
thread, and function) requires the following: (a) lo
existing schemes. Common characteristics among software-based
monitoring, (b) limited proﬁling time, and (c) insufﬁcie
energy proﬁling schemes include, granularity, model ﬂexibility,
utilization. Estimating power consumption at applica
measurement source, and proﬁling type. Alternatively, the comlarity supports ranking applications based on their p
mon characteristics among hardware-based energy proﬁling
sumption budget. Similarly, thread/function level ene
schemes include, granularity, power model design, measurement
tion provides the opportunity to optimize thread/func
source, and execution environment, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
consumption to increase battery lifetime. Moreover,
component level energy estimation such as GUI, lo
nent, and content rendering, assists in optimizing
3.1. Software based proﬁling
power consumption at the sovereign component level
ple, a gaming application consumes considerable en
Software-based energy proﬁling paradigm exploits a software
rendering graphical objects. Optimizing gaming rende
module to collect mobile component's power usage statistics to
can also signiﬁcantly augment mobile battery lifetim
construct power models to estimate application's energy conothers, path attribute denotes the set of routines trave
sumption. The attribute of granularity identiﬁes the level at which
an application activity (e.g., playing a video track). Bur
energy proﬁler estimates the mobile application's energy conidentiﬁes consumed energy while continuously tra
sumption. The energy proﬁler estimates the application energy
Fig. 1. Hardware based vs. software based energy proﬁling.
bunch of network packets using smartphone radio. W
consumption either at process, thread, path,
or source-code line
level, as shown in Fig. 3. The model ﬂexibility parameter speciﬁes
wishes to estimate energy consumption for a speciﬁc u

Ahmad et al.: A Review on mobile application energy
profiling: Taxonomy, state-of-the-art, and open research
issues, JNCA, 2015
• Hardware-based energy pro- filing schemes are
expensive, labor-intensive, and non-scalable
compared with software-based solutions
• Hardware-based energy profiling schemes are highly
accurate for the specific mobile device for which they
are developed, but worst accurate for other device
models
• Software-based energy profiling estimates battery
consumption at diverse granularities, such as process,
thread, function, line, or path, by maximizing
numerous power tracking resources
• The correctness of software-based energy profiling
designs is affected by the accuracy level offered by
the voltage and current sensors of the smart battery

Mobile Component’s Power Model Construction Modules
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mobile application energy proﬁling sequence diagram.

Profiling Type

On-line

Off-line
execution on mobile phones, the energy proﬁler logs the
execution

Execution
Environment
Manual
Lauridsen et al., 2014; Oliner et al., 2013; Ryan et al., 2014; Yoon
Automated

traces and energy footprints in either on-line (Lee et al., 2014) or
et al., 2012).
Fig.
3. Taxonomy
mobile application
energy proﬁling
schemes.
Figure 1 demonstrates
design
of hardware and software-based
off-line (Brouwers et al., 2014; Conte et al.,
1996)
modes, as of
preenergy proﬁling schemes. Hardware-based energy proﬁling parasented in Fig. 1. The off-line proﬁling mode uses a physical server
digm, as depicted in Fig. 1a, exploits external power measurement
to correlate energy statistics with mobile phone-derived data. By

Energy efficiency of various software
elements ... examples
• Vlad Christea: Energy Consumption of Applications on Mobile Phones,
M.Sc. Thesis, 2017 – energy usage of screen elements
• Dagnachew Temesgene: Cyber foraging for green computing,
improving performance and prolonging battery life of mobile devices,
M.Sc. Thesis, 2016 – energy usage of different functions of mobile
phones
• Mustaqim Rahman: Analysing API Calls to Reduce Energy
Consumption of Apps in Idle States, M.Sc. Thesis, 2017 –
benchmarking API performance

Interim conclusion
• Energy efficiency of software in different environments can be
measured BUT
• Results are highly contextual (environment)
• Results are hard to compare
• Energy efficiency is only one part of the picture
• Software is always tied to hardware
• Optimising energy efficiency now may have an effect on other sustainability effects

– Software utilization is the degree to which resources specifically utilized on the
account of a software product meet requirements.
– Energy usage is the degree to which the amount of energy used by a software
product meets requirements.
– Workload energy is the degree to which the EC related to performing a specific
task using a software product meets requirements.

Jagroep et al.: Extending software architecture views
with an energy consumption perspective, Computing,
2016

The first two properties represent the low-level measurements, whereas the latter is
used to characterize a software product in such a way that it facilitates discussion
Software[11].
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the task energy consumption quality measure was identified along with three quality
•
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Energy
Efficient
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with
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Metrics for software products. Especially rega
measurements of common effects of software products,
exist quality models and standardized metrics. By mea
these quality aspects, software can be revised. Indeed m
and characteristic numbers of directly and indirectly re
effects need to be developed by research initiatives. We
present a first approach to do so in section 4.

Kern et al.: Green software and green software
engineering–definitions, measurements, and quality
aspects, 2013
• Measurement of software
• Causes of energy consumption, complexities,
dependencies

• Energy efficient software
• Methodologies, designs, tools for improving
energy efficiency

• Green software and its engineering
• Software bloat vs. efficient code

• Green software reference model
• Metrics, Measurement challenges
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The third sub model contains procedure models, based o
different usage types: Developers, purchasers, administr

Procaccianti et al.: The Green Lab:Experimentation in
Software Energy Efficiency, 2015
• Software Energy Efficiency is a research area that lacks well-defined,
validated methods
•
•
•
•

Chaotic behavior
Complexity of measurement
Anecdotal and contradictory evidence
Lack of a unified approach

• How to combine the traditional hypothesis-driven (top-down)
approach with a bottom-up discovery approach
• Energy hotspots
• Energy bugs
• Energy smells

Capra et al.: Is software “Green”?, Information and
software technology, 2012
• A higher use of application development environments has a
detrimental effect on software energy efficiency
• small to average size applications the use of application development
environments is associated with greater software energy efficiency, but that
for larger applications the opposite is true

• The detrimental effect of using application development
environments on energy efficiency is more pronounced for larger
than for smaller applications
• large application typically oc- curs by embedding initial modules inside other
larger modules. This may unnecessarily increase the number of layers that
must be crossed to execute a single operation

Data Center context contains all those metrics that perform measurements of the impact of data storing and retrieval on a data center. For instance, the Data Centre Energy Productivity (DCeP) metric introduced by Laszewski
and Wang in [35] belongs to the Data Center context because it measures the number of bytes that are processed
(useful work) per kWh of electric energy with respect to the
whole data center.
Embedded Software context contains metrics that are
used to perform evaluations or estimations on software that
interacts directly with the physical world, e.g. the Executed
Instructions Count Measure (EIC), claimed in [7] by Chatzigeorgiou and Stephanides, belongs to this context because it
evaluates the energy consumption dealing with the number
of executed assembly instructions and considering a typical
Figure 2: Trend ofembedded
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Bozzelli et al.: A SLR on green software metrics,
2014
• What green metrics have been proposed in the
Software Engineering literature?
• How green metrics can be classified?
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Table 10: Resources measured by SR metr

It is measured in terms of performance, e.g. avai
response time, or reliability. For instance, the Thro
metric, proposed by Kipp et al. both in [17] and
measures the number of service requests served in
time period.
We define Financial Impact as the expenditures
ceipts generated by the adoption of a certain solut
is measured with respect to: energy consumption or
application lifecycle, and regulations compliance. O
vant example for measured expenditures is the Com
metric, claimed by Kipp et al. in [18], which rep
the cost of guaranteeing conformity degree about
tions and policies established by third parties. By co
a significant instance of income measurement is the

Ardito & Morisio: Available data and guidelines for
reducing energy consumption in IT systems, Sustainable
computing: Informatics and Systems, 2014
• Energy efficiency guidelines (complex)
• Infrastructure …
• Application
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design efficient UI - simplified interaction
Event based programming – sleeping
Low level programming – use of system optimization
Batch II/O – sleeping
Code migration – optimized execution
Reduce data redundancy – storage and transfer optimization
QoS scaling – behavior change
Profiling tools – optimization

•
•
•
•

Power management
Optimal use of peripherals
Compiler optimization
Background process optimization

• Operating systems

• Hardware …

Sustainability within software engineering
process

Naumann et al.: The GREENSOFT Model, Sustainable
computing: Informatics and Systems, 2011
• “Green and Sustainable Software” and “Green and Sustainable
Software Engineering”
Fig. 1. The GREENSOFT Model, a reference model for “Green and Sustainable Software”.

300

Fig. 2. Cradle-to-grave inspired product life cycle for software products, attributed to exemplary sustainability relevant effects of ICTs.

S. Naumann et al. / Sustainable Computing: Informatics and Systems 1 (2011) 294–304

Fig. 3. Example for enhancing software development processes that fits into the procedure model part “Develop” [29].

Lago et al.: Leveraging “Energy Efficiency to Software
Users”, GREENS/ICSE, 2013
• Social, environmental, economic, technical sustainability
dimensions
• A framework framing green software quality

3

• green concerns - potentially impact all other system qualities,
demanding for an additional dimension that frames both types
of qualities for trade-offs analysis and decision making

• The role of stakeholders – what stakeholders matter in
software sustainability
• Green trade-off analysis - spans all four sustainability
dimensions
• Sustainability goals and design concerns

• all sustainability dimensions should be made explicit in the same
way as they are for (technical) design and architectural concerns

Figure 2: A proposed Sustainability model

• Environmental sustainability needs context
have a direct impact on sustainability: software operation (e.g.,
energy consumption, energy features, the execution environment)
and software development (e.g., develop for energy efficiency).
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Lago et al.: Framing sustainability
as a property of software quality,
CACM, 2015
• Framework by extending an existing model,
the Third Working Draft of ISO/IEC 42030
Architecture Evaluation
• Traditional software decision making considers trade-offs either between different
technical sustainability criteria (such as
performance versus availability) or between
technical sustainability criteria and
economic sustainability criteria (such as
performance versus costs)
• Sustainability-related software decision
making involves trade-offs between
environmental sustainability criteria (such
as energy efficiency) and social, economic,
and technical sustainability criteria

Figure 3. Sustainability quality requirements: car-sharing platform.
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• Key challenge for software sustainability is its
characterization as a software quality requirement
• Software quality characteristics defined by the
ISO/IEC 25010 standard quality models
• Software architects, Project managers, Sustainable
ICT experts, Requirement engineers
Fig. 1. Software Sustainability Survey design and conduction process.

Product quality model

N. Condori-Fernandez, P. Lago / The Journal of Systems and Software 137 (2018) 289–305

Quality in use model

Condori-Fernandez & Lago:
Characterizing the contribution of
quality requirements to software
sustainability, JSS, 2018

ISO/IEC 25010:2011 Quality model
Qualities
Compatibility
Co-existence
Interoperability
Functional suitability
Functional appropriateness
Functional corrected
Functional completeness
Maintainability
Analysability
Modifiability
Modularity
Reusability
Testability
Performance efficiency
Capacity
Resource utilization
Time behaviour
Portability
Adaptability
Installability
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Reliability
Availability
Fault tolerance
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Recoverability
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Authenticity
Confidentiality
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Usability
Accessibility
Appropriateness recognizability
Learnability
Operability
User error protection
User interface aesthetics
Context coverage
Context completeness
Flexibility
Effectiveness
Efficiency
Freedom from risk
Economic risk mitigation
Environmental risk mitigation
Health and safety risk mitigation
Satisfaction
Comfort
Pleasure
Trust
Usefulness
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• Qualities identified as good contributors to technical sustainability (Functional
correctness, functional appropriateness, availability, modifiability, interoperability and
recoverability) favor positively the endurability of software systems
• Some of maintainability requirements
(in terms of reusability and
modifiability) as relevant for
N. Condori-Fernandez, P. Lago / The Journal of Systems and Software 137 (2018) 289–305
addressing environmental
sustainability
N. Condori-Fernandez, P. Lago / The Journal of Systems and Software 137 (2018) 289–305

Table 8
Economic sustainability.

A38
A39
A31
A22
A16
A19
A11
A26

Characteristics Quality
attributes
Maintainability Reusability
Performance
Resource
efficiency
utilization
Efficiency
Efficiency
Maintainability Modifiability
Compatibility
Co-existence
Reliability
Availability
Freedom from Environmental
risk
risk mitigation
Performance
Time
efficiency
behaviour

High Medium Sum
11/16
11/16

2/16
4/16

13/16
15/16

9/16
8/16
8/16
7/16

6/16
4/16
7/16
4/16

15/16
12/16
15/16
11/16

6/16

6/16

12/16

6/16

6/16

12/16
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nical dimension, flexibility was considered as a cont
high or medium ranks) but only by a total of 33 out
dents (and for this reason did not appear in Table 6).
Overall, all the qualities of Table 6 benefit the lon
software systems, as well as their appropriate evolutio
in a constantly changing execution environment.
Regarding the economic sustainability dimension
contrast to the other three dimensions, here we con
quality requirements that were ranked (as high) by at
5 respondents. We did so due to the low response r
vided feedback on this dimension (see Section 4 for
cussion). Our respondents were 3 senior software a
2 project managers (both were with more than 10

minimize the use of energy of the software [#24].
We then asked respondents to define sustainable software. The
• Development: Does not develop with reuse of item [#5],
question
was open and we applied the coding on the results. We
Lack of reuse of code [#8].

Karita et al.: Software industry awareness on green and
sustainable software engineering: a state-of-thepractice survey, SBES, 2019

Figure 5: Main difficulties in adopting sustainable practices
by companies.

4% of th

identified the codes and after discussion between two of the authors,
we group them into the four dimensions of sustainability (techni5.3.4 RQ4: Sustainability dimensions.
In this survey, we list the contributions
proposed
by Lago et
al.economic). The category system is
cal, social,
environmental
and
[14], without to show their related
dimension.
The idea
illustrated
in Figure
2. was to

“Softwar
to impro

4% of th

observe how the respondents perceived the dimensions of sustainIn addition to the previous question, we sought to know what
ability in their daily activities and the importance level of each
“Environ
respondents think as mandatory features for a software developwas observed. For each feature, respondents were presented a brief
[7]
ment process to be considered as sustainable. The codes obtained
description and five unique response options.
from this open question were: reuse, code quality, sustainable good
Table 1 shows that, on average, 89% of the respondents consid4% of th
• RQ3:
phases
of the
software
development
life cycleas either “Important” or “Very important”.
practices
(usingWhat
standards,
green models
and metrics),
agile methered all characteristics
ods, resource
robust architecture,
The “Very important” degree was attributed to the following char(SDLC)usage
do awareness,
sustainable
practicesreduction
apply?of
Next,
environmental impacts and efficient coding.
acteristics: Adaptation to changes, Reusability and Quality of the
or should
When asked whether the companies they worked for used to
system.
The degree “Important” was attributed to the characteris•
RQ4:
What
dimensions
of
sustainability
have
been
58% of th
encourage the adoption of sustainable practices in the software detics: Development oriented to features, Software evolution, Product
consider
explored
in practice
(technical,
social
and about the use of sustainable practices, Envelopment
process, 40%
were unable to
answer. 32% of environmental,
them stated
roadmap,
Awareness
capable t
this was
a rather
common
while other
28% reported that
ergy consumption, Environmental interest, Time to Market and
economic)
ofpractice,
software
development?
Next, we
their companies do not encourage. In addition, we also attempted
Development effort. and Sustainable Ethics tied for grades 4 and 5.
One r
to•figure
out, from
the companies
the use ofsoftware
susThis results show that professionals consider the technical diRQ5:
What
modelsthat
forencourage
sustainable
development
‘‘because
SBES 2019, September 23–27, 2019, Salvador, Brazil
Karit
tainable practices, which are the covered SDLC phases. As Figure
mension
as the most important with a mean of 95%, followed by
have
been
adopted
by
the
software
industry?
ple’s qua
6 shows, 38% of the companies use to adopt such practices in the
other dimensions: Social (88%), Economic (86%) and Environmental
Table
1:
Sustainability
Dimensions
Analysis
importan
development phase, 29% in the design phase, 24% in requirements
(72%).
• 10%
RQ6:
What
have been
usedtoto
support sustainability
the last s
and
in testing
phase.tools
The respondents
were allowed
choose
5.3.5
RQ5:
Sustainability
models.
for the us
more in
thanthe
one SDLC
phase. development process?
Figure 2: Coding RQ1.
software
Dimensions
Sustainabilitywhether
concern the
Irrelevant
(1) Less important
(2) Neutral (3) Important (4) Very important (5)
In this section
it was investigated
professionals
had
an adequate knowledge
about
the green and sustainable software1
5.3.2 RQ
Technical
Longevity
12
12
Technical
Resilience
to
uncertainty
11
14
engineering field, and if in their companies they applied any process
In ana
Technical
Performance In another question, we have listed six concepts
1
9
about
“sustain- 15
model to support
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in Software Engineering practices.
panies sh
Technical
Software Evolution
1
13
ablethat
software”
available
in the
literature 1of relevant
authors in 10
As a result, 96%
of
the
respondents
said
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not
know
about
software
Technical
Reusability
7
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domain. The respondents did not have access to authors’
name and 20
any applied models
of them
Technical and 4%
System
Qualitystated that the company uses
5
issue as “
only one
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the EPEAT tool6 to compare and could
select choose
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Social
Product Roadmap
1
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1
1
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Social

Ethics

The results are described next. We provided3 the description
of each
11

5.3.6 RQ6: Sustainability tools. author in boxes and presented the corresponding results.
Environmental Energy consumption
1
5
10
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we seek to investigate if the company
adopts some1
Environmental Environmental concern
1
6
13
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“An
application
that
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as
little
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possible
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Time to Market
3
11 during its
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effort
3
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development Economic
process. 36%Development
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stated they did not

11
8
5
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that mos
to gain n
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Becker at al.: Requirements: The key to
sustainability, IEEE Software, 2016
• Sustainability has often been equated with environmental issues, but it
requires simultaneous consideration of environmental resources, societal
and individual well-being, economic prosperity, and the long-term viability
of technical infrastructure
• trade-offs occur across other dimensions

• A software system’s impact on its environment is often determined by how
the software engineers understand its requirements
• sustainability debt: decisions made for the present situation have invisible effects
that accumulate over time in each of the five dimensions

• A series of decision points occurs during system design. Many of them are
requirements-engineering activities that occur repeatedly in all iterations
throughout the projects

TABL

Task

Standard current practice

Focus of future practice

Mind-setting

The world is a puzzle, and we should solve
the problem.

The world is complex, and we should first understand the
dilemmas.

Determination of the
project objective and
the system purpose,
boundary, and scope

Focus on the immediate business need and
key system features. Don’t question the
project’s or system’s purpose.

Emphasize how the project can affect sustainability in all
dimensions. Strive to advance sustainability in multiple
dimensions simultaneously. Experiment with different system
boundaries to understand the alternative impacts.

External constraint
identification

See constraints as imposed by the direct
environment of the system and its technical
interfaces. Minimize the constraints
considered, but include legal, safety,
security, technical, and business resources.

See constraints in each dimension as opportunities. Look for
constraints from additional sources, starting with company
corporate-social-responsibility policies, legislation, and
sustainability standards.

Stakeholder
identification

Minimize the number of stakeholders
involved, and focus on those who have
influence. Focus on internal stakeholders,
and exclude unreachable stakeholders.

Maximize stakeholder involvement in an inclusive perspective
integrating external stakeholders, and involve those who
are affected. Assign a dedicated role to be responsible for
sustainability, and introduce surrogate stakeholders to represent
outside interests.

Success criteria
definition

Focus on the financial bottom line at project
completion. Measure the business outcome
and financial return on investment.

Focus on advancing multiple dimensions simultaneously,
including financial aspects, and take into account that most
effects occur after project completion.

Requirements
elicitation

Focus on the features and immediate effects
the stakeholders want.

Help the stakeholders understand the system’s enabling effects.
Use creativity techniques and long-term scenarios to forecast
the potential structural impact.

Risk identification

Identify risks that threaten timely project
completion within the budget.

Include the effects on the system’s wider environment. Include
enabling and structural effects and risks that can develop over
time.

Tradeoff analysis

View tradeoff analysis as a prioritization
and selection problem, and let the key
stakeholders decide.

Strive to transform sustainability tradeoffs into mutually
beneficial situations. Ensure that a wider range of stakeholders
(or their surrogates) discuss sustainability tradeoffs.

Go/no-go decision

Base the decision on feasibility, financial
costs and benefits, and risk exposure
to project participants—that is, internal
stakeholders.

This continues to be an internal business decision but is
documented to show to external audiences that it took into
account sustainability indicators and enabling effects. The
decision is based on a consideration of positive and negative
effects in all five dimensions.

Requirements
validation

Let key stakeholders verify that their
interests are captured.

Ensure broad community involvement focused on understanding
effects.

Project completion

Verify whether success criteria are met on
the completion date. After that, focus on
maintenance and evolution.

Evaluate the effects in all five dimensions over a certain time
frame after completion, aligned with the expected timescale of
effects.

Requirements
documentation

Current templates ignore long-term effects
and sustainability considerations.

Templates require information about sustainability as a design
concern and support analysts with checklists.

Penzenstadler et al.: Everything is
INTERRELATED:Teaching Software Engineering for
Sustainability, SEET/ICSE,
2018
3.3 Criteria for the analysis of the artefacts

• Keeping the sustainability in Over
thetheprocess
from the beginning
course of the week, the objective was to develop a specification accordingdomain
to a small requirements artifact model as well as some prototypes or
• From problem domain to solution

mock-ups. An overview of the artifact model to be produced is given in Fig. 2.
The artifacts are a rich picture, a stakeholder model, a goal model, a use case
overview model, design thinking prototypes, and a sustainability analysis diagram. For the artifact analysis, we used a list of jointly elaborated quality
criteria to structure their analysis (Table 4). For each artifact, there is a number of questions and criteria to be considered by the evaluators.

• Getting all relevant stakeholders involved
• Having clear sustainability objectives

Venters at al.: Characterising Sustainability
Requirements, SEIS/ICSE, 2017
• Term ‘sustainability requirement’ in software and requirements
engineering
• constructed in a way that suggests it is different in the way from how we
understand requirements in general
Area
IS
ICT

SW
Eng
Sys
Eng
Ergonomics
RE

Key concepts
Cost effectiveness
Process improvement
Process structuring
Optimisation
of
IT
infrastructure,
Green
computing,
Environmental
sustainability,
Sustainability
of IT services, Longevity of
energy systems
Software development process
models
Optimize systems considering
sustainability issues

Motivation
Improve cost effectiveness of process, aiming
for cost reduction.
Improved resource and
energy efficiency of
ICT

Main actors
Business, Regulators,
Customers

Environmental impacts
of ICT
Economic expectations
and environmental consciousness

Multi-dimensional understanding with economic, social, and
environmental
Multi-dimensionality of sustainability, Interdependence of
dimensions, Trade-offs, General models of sustainability

Economic
and
business-strategic
aspects, human factors
Make
sustainability
more tangible, Make
related goals explicit,
Assess sustainability

Software developers,
administrators, users
All
stakeholders
in context, noting
they have varying
background
Wide range of stakeholders, including all
designers
Decision
making
households
and/or
software professionals,
regulators

Customers, employees,
business
partners,
NGOs

Sustainability requirement context
Metrics and controls context, “such as
operating and capital cost, safety, energy cons., waste gen., efficiency”
Environmental sustainability related to
energy consumption and performance

Implicit non-functional qualities
Sustainability requirements have to be
communicated
Environmental context and long life cycles
Multiple dimensions and trade-offs:
‘Achieve acceptable level of service
(...), have min. impact on natural env.,
be socially and economically acceptable’

Table VIII: Coverage of sustainability aspects in influential papers of key areas

Seyff et al.: Tailoring Requirements Negotiation to
Sustainability, RE, 2018
• Existing RE methods and tools do not explicitly facilitate the
discussion and negotiation of sustainability-related concerns
• leads to insufficient or one-dimensional perceptions of sustainability

• Adapted EasyWinWin approach

TABLE I. A NEGOTIATION EXAMPLE INVENTED DURING METHOD CREATION

opinion, and informs him of the potential effects of such a
service.
Over dinner, Daniel shares his experience with his friends:
“It is remarkable! Of course, I thought that a service carrying
one passenger would not be so environmentally friendly.
However, I had not realised the effects it could have on our
society and that it could even make my journey longer! I will
watch out for the possible effects of the products and services
I choose to consume in the future! What about you?”.

bility but is not limited to such issues, and stakeholders can
communicate feedback such as usability or performance issues.
The crowd is actively involved in the prioritisation of a requirement and the discussion about its sustainability impact,
ultimately supporting Linda and her team in the requirement
prioritisation and sustainability impact assessment.
State-of-the-art. Research on various feedback communication channels has emerged, including app stores [11] and
social networks [12], but also dedicated feedback tools, designed as standalone [13], embedded [14], or cross-platform
[15] solutions. The crowd can express their feedback in linguistic (e.g., free text, audio recording, category selection) or nonlinguistic (e.g., rating, annotated screenshots) formats [16].
Moreover, the feedback communication can be initiated by a
feedback sender like Daniel who sends (pushes) a short message or by a feedback receiver like Linda who asks (pulls) in
the negotiation phase for feedback [17]. However, users may
lack motivation [18], and feedback acquisition approaches
might not consider users’ preferences [19]. This can hinder a
continuous involvement of the crowd. To the best of our
knowledge, none of the existing (crowd-focused) feedback or
negotiation solutions involves, supports and encourages the
crowd in the elicitation and discussion of sustainability effects.
The lack of such solutions hinders research investigating the
crowd’s interest in sustainability effects of requirements.
Link to conceptual solution. We will develop new, and
modify and extend existing feedback communication channels
that will enable and motivate affected stakeholders (the crowd)
to give feedback to a product or service. The envisioned
CrowdFeed component also allows stakeholders to participate
in negotiation and to get informed about discussion and analysis results.
Detailed description. The CrowdFeed component includes
push and pull feedback plug-ins that are integrated into the
software system, but also mechanisms to monitor social networks. This will allow the involvement of affected stakeholders, including end-users, software engineers, and in general,
any person or organisation who has an interest in the system or
its sustainability effects. Moreover, CrowdFeed enables a feedback receiver like Linda to ask questions for clarification to a
feedback sender like Daniel. CrowdFeed can also inform Daniel about the status of his feedback. In addition, Linda can activate a personalised rewarding system for CrowdFeed users to
keep them motivated in the elicitation and negotiation. Overall,
the CrowdFeed component can be configured to the feedback
sender’s and the feedback receiver’s needs and preferences.
Ongoing work. In our ongoing work, we are investigating
users’ needs (e.g., privacy), preferences (e.g., feedback formats), and motives (e.g., social recognition, altruism, power)

Seyff et al.: Crowd-Focused Semi-Automated
Requirements Engineering for Evolution Towards
Sustainability, RE, 2018
IV. CONCEPTUAL SOLUTION AND ONGOING WORK

In the motivating scenario, we have illustrated how a
crowd-focused semi-automated approach that supports software evolution towards sustainability could be realised. As
outlined in the scenario, this envisioned approach is based on
the following three key ideas: (1) to enable affected stakeholders (the crowd) to give feedback on a system and to negotiate
this feedback including the discussion on sustainability with
software companies, (2) to semi-automatically analyse stakeholder needs with respect to sustainability, (3) to support decision making and software evolution based on the results of the
sustainability analysis.
Our envisioned approach will be realised with the help of a
platform that includes three key components that work together to support the continuous negotiation of stakeholder needs
(see Fig. 1): (1) CrowdFeed allows users to communicate
feedback regarding the software products and services they
use and to actively participate in the negotiation, (2) Requirements and Sustainability Service (ReSuS) classifies, clusters,
and analyses the feedback received from the CrowdFeed component, (3) Requirements and Sustainability Integrator (ReSIntegrator) supports the visualization and assessment of effects on sustainability.

• No established means to analyse the impact of a given requirement on
sustainability
• Concept of sustainability requirements
• non-functional requirement or software quality aligned with one or more of the sustainability
dimensions

• Expect that requirements positively affecting sustainability ideally have an overall
long- term positive effect on one or more sustainability dimensions
• Can also be used to support the elicitation,
analysis, and negotiation of user concerns
regarding other issues (e.g., usability,
accessibility, or performance)

Fig. 1. Conceptual solution idea with the three key components.

Venters et al.: Software sustainability: Research and
practice from a software architecture viewpoint, JSS,
2018

• Software systems are sustainable if they can be cost-efficiently maintained and evolved over their entire lifecycle, which is arguably determined by the software architecture
• mechanism for reasoning about key software qualities (e.g. maintainability, extendability, scalability, security,
182 etc.)
C.C. Venters et al. / The Journal of Systems and Software 138 (2018) 174–188
performance, reliability, portability

•

Software sustainability, Software
architecture sustainability,
Sustainable software architecture
decisions
•

•

•

Table 1
Overview of software metrics that can be used to estimate architecture sustainability.
Architecture level metrics

Maintenance

Architecture drift, erosion,
Sustainability debt

loss of quality of a system must be
estimated using appropriate
indicators and metrics that can smell
that the quality is decreasing during
evolution cycles
key issue in assessing the value of
software metrics is whether they
support decision- making.

Evolution

Smells

Metrics

Quality attributes

Smells about ambiguous and unused interfaces,
when functionality of modules are rather small
or big and those smells concerning delegation of
functionality
Smells that effect to duplicate functionality and
coupling between components
Smells where multiple components realise the
same concern or a component implements an
excessive number of concerns. Therefore, we can
identify components with a suitable percentage
of methods
We identify components with an excessive number
of dependencies, cyclic dependencies and
dependencies that crosscut layers
Other cross-cutting smells affecting any part of the
architecture
Elements that change too often, Number of
elements impacted by a change
Likelihood of components that evolve together

Module interaction index, Attribute hiding factor,
API function usage index, Module Size Uniformity
Index, Module Size Boundedness Index

Complexity, Modularity
(Mitchell, 2006), Analyzability,
Effectiveness, Understandability

Clone detection, Coupling between object, Ratio of
cohesive interaction, Modularization Quality
Concern diffusion over architectural components,
Component-level interlacing between concerns,
Number of concerns per component, Well-sized
Methods Index

Reusability, Complexity,
Modifiability, Modularity
Reusability, Modifiability,
Understandability, Modularity

Cyclic dependency index, API function usage index,
Layer Organization Index, Cumulative component
dependency, Excessive structural complexity
Architectural smell coverage
Architectural smell density
Instability, Ripple effect, Distance from Main
Sequence, Module Interaction Stability Index
Bi-directional coupling component

Modularity, Understandability,
Changeability Modifiability

Architecture knowledge level metrics
Maintenance
Excessive number of decisions and trace links
Too many AK ítems and decision alternatives
Evolution
A change impact on many decisions
Obsolete decisions and frequent changes

NodeCount, EdgeCount
Cost of AK capturing effort
Ripple effect, instability, change proneness
Decision volatility

Cost
Stability, Evolvability
Complexity, Evolvability
Complexity, Stability
Cost
Changeability, Stability
Timeliness

that GDP per capita P will increase by a factor of 5,
conservatively stated. Thus, in order only to do no more harm
than we are already doing to the environment, we need to
reduce energy use per capita E by a factor of 10. Kumar et al.
[21] further point out that the improvement in efficiency in
the use of energy over the last 100 years has only been a
factor of 2.5, that faith in technology as usual cannot succeed,
and that new thinking is critical to our survival.

Blevis: Sustainable Interaction Design:
Invention & Disposal, Renewal & Reuse,
CHI, 2007

For the scientific community, these predictions are not at all
controversial. Thus, sustainability must be counted among
the distinguished and primary design values in any context.
At the very least, the goal of SID is to provide frameworks
and discourse that enable interaction designers to reflect on
sustainability as a design value and situate and balance
notions of sustainability with respect to other design values.

• Focus is primarily on environmental sustainability
and the link between interactive technologies
and the use of resourcesMethods
perspective of design methods, one way to think
• Software and hardware From
aretheintimately
connected
about SID is as the notion that methods for interaction design
need to integrate concern for potential effects on the
to a cycle of mutual obsolescence
environment, and for the sustainability of the behaviors
induced by designed interactions. Sustainability need not be
• If we agree that fundamental
change is needed
restricted only to the centrality of environmentalist
concerns—for
an hypothesis
aboutwant,
the effects of
and it might be the change
thatexample,
users
don’t
interactive computer games on the prevalence of obesity (see
who gets to decide what[44],change
happen
for example) should
is within the scope
of SID and the
prevalence
of
obesity
is
an
example
of
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and how?
behavior. A goal of SID is to suggest ways in which
sustainability concerns can be integrated into existing design
• Linking invention & disposal,
methods or promoting
new design methods inrenewal
a manner that yields
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design as a practice.
& reuse, promoting quality
&interaction
equality,
deMethods
expressed
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belief
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• Designnatural
Theory
coupling ownership &CHIidentity,
using
processes are at the core of the research in HCI and software
engineering. Löwgren & Stolterman [23]:c4 describe an
models & reflection
inventory of such methods with an eye towards the
limitations. The complexity of relationships between digital

10. active repair of misuse—is the design specifically
artifice and sustainability effects make the notion of methods
targeted
repairing for
thethe
harmful
unsustainable
as usual at
problematic
cause effects
of SID.of
Design
methods
use,
substituting
sustainable
use
in
its
place?
for dealing with the complexity of SID would do well to
in other
design disciplines,
such as
The include
rubric those
abovecommon
provides
a mechanism
for informal,

1.

disposal—does the design cause the disposal of physical
material, directly or indirectly and even if the primary
material of the design is digital material?
2. salvage—does the design enable the recovery of
previously discarded physical material, directly or
indirectly and even if the primary material of the design
is digital material?
3. recycling—does the design make use of recycled
physical materials or provide for the future recycling of
physical materials, directly or indirectly and even if the
primary material of the design is digital material?
4. remanufacturing for reuse—does the design provide
for the renewal of physical material for reuse or updated
use, directly or indirectly and even if the primary
material of the design is digital material?
5. reuse as is—does the design provide for transfer of
ownership, directly or indirectly and even if the primary
material of the design is digital material?
6. achieving longevity of use—does the design allow for
long term use of physical materials by a single owner
without transfer of ownership, directly or indirectly and
even if the primary material of the design is digital
material?
7. sharing for maximal use—does the design allow for
use of physical materials by many people as a construct
of dynamic ownership, directly or indirectly and even if
the primary material of the design is digital material?
8. achieving heirloom status—does the design create
artifice of long-lived appeal that motivates preservation
such that transfer of ownership preserves quality of
experience, directly or indirectly and even if the primary
2007 • San
material of the April
design28-May
is digital3,material?
ThisJose,
notionCA,
of USA
heirloom status is similar to Nelson & Stolterman’s [30]
description of “ensoulment”.
9. finding wholesome alternatives to use—does the
(e) design
How can
qualitythe
andneed
equality
of experience
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eliminate
for the
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while of
stilldigital
preserving
or even
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promote
longevity
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can quality in
qualities
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in
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manner
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to everyone
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human motivations
and desires?
promoting
of experience
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Becker at al.: Requirements:
The key to sustainability, IEEE
Software, 2016

company’s sustainable development. For example, the system can
support sustainability in the supply
chain by making transparent the
carbon footprint of purchases and
facilitating the selection of providers who apply sustainable practices.
This doesn’t change the overall
project objectives, but it influences
subsequent steps.
The scope of analysis starts with
an inclusive, integrated view of the
procurement processes, material
flows into the company, and the local community’s social and political
environment. When defining possible system boundaries, the team experiments with multiple perspectives
and works jointly with the procurement department and others.
The team expands the set of stakeholders and draws on knowledge beyond the team by using a stakeholder
impact analysis. This analysis considers enabling and structural effects
to identify those most affected by the
project, including those external to
the company. Stakeholders include
local supplier representatives, service
delivery organizations, process analysts, the chief technology officer,
and the strategic-planning and foresight group.
To keep the number of stakehold-

SUSTAINABILITY
PRINCIPLES FOR
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
The following principles are based on “Sustainability Design and Software: The
Karlskrona Manifesto.”1
• Sustainability is systemic; a system can never be treated in isolation from
its environment.
• Sustainability is multidimensional; the five key dimensions are economic,
social, environmental, technical, and individual.
• Sustainability is interdisciplinary; sustainability design in software engineering requires an appreciation of concepts from other disciplines and must
work across disciplines.
• Sustainability transcends the software’s purpose; any software can impact
the sustainability of its socioeconomic, sociotechnical, cultural, and natural
environments.
• Sustainability is multilevel; it requires us to consider at least two spheres
during system design: the system under design and its sustainability, and
the wider system of which it will be part.
• Sustainability is multi-opportunity; it requires us to seek interventions that
have the most leverage on a system2 and to consider the opportunity costs.
• Sustainability involves multiple timescales; it requires long-term thinking to
address the timescales on which sustainability effects occur.
• Sustainability isn’t zero-sum; changing a system’s design to consider the
long-term effects doesn’t automatically imply making sacrifices now.
• System visibility is a necessary precondition and enabler for sustainability
design. This is because only a transparent status of the system and its
context, made visible at different abstraction levels and perspectives, can
enable system designers to make informed responsible choices.
For more on this, see www.sustainabilitydesign.org.

Handprint of software and systems

some extent. But besides this so-called dematerialization, the
change process also entails a progressive globalization of the
economy that has thus far caused more transportation of material products and people. Finally, the information society also
means acceleration of innovation processes, and thus an ever
faster devaluation of the existing by the new, whether hardware
or software, technical products or human skills and knowledge.
The rate at which the information society is coming about is
determined by Moore’s Law, which says that the performance
of ICT doubles about every 18 months. It has remained remarkInterrelation between
the emerging information society and
ably accurate thus far, not only with regard to processor speed,
the goal of sustainability
but also memory capacity and data transmission rates in networks. The result is that people can take advantage of more and
Environmental information
processing and the impacts of
more computing power and data transfer without requiring
Information Societymore
Technologies
space, energy or cost, thus giving rise to new services
Rebound effects based on this technical infrastructure almost daily, services
which are penetrating more and more areas of our lives.
this article and issue of INFORMATIK/INFORMAEco-efficiency to NewWith
lifestyles
we would like to demonstrate that there is a close inter• DematarializationTIQUE
vs.
Immaterialization
relation between the goal of attaining sustainability and the
transition
to an information
society.
us quote
Virtual substitutes for
physical
processes
willLet
never
bethe Informa-

A broad range of applications is covered by these systems, including monitoring and control, information management, data
analysis, as well as planning and decision support. The generic
name for this type of system is Environmental Information System (EIS) [Günther 98], [Rautenstrauch 00].
Progress in informatics has made an invaluable contribution
to our ability to analyse the biological, chemical and physical

Hilty & Ruddy: Towards a Sustainable
Information Society, Informatik, 2000
•
•
•
•
•

functionally equivalent to the physical processes, but will
1. For an excellent
linkdisadvantages
collection on sustainable
always have some advantages
and
asdevelopment
com- see
http://www.ulb.ac.be/ceese/meta/sustvl.html.
pared with physical 2.processes
http://www.statistik.admin.ch/stat_ch/ber02/umwelt/eum04.htm

3. http://www.cordis.lu/fp5/home.html
• People may not change
their lifestyles for environmental
4. http://www.global-alliance.org
savings alone, but might be more strongly motivated by some
functional advantage in a cyberworld

Environmental
information
processing (EIP)

Public sector:
Environmental
Information Systems
(EIS) operated by public
authorities

Public awareness about
condition of public goods
Prerequisites for political
decisions
Executing instruments of
environmental policy

Private sector:
Legal compliance
Environmental
Management Information Environmental reporting
to stakeholders
Systems (EMIS)
Eco-efficiency and material flow management
Information
Direct impact on material
Society
intensity of economy
Technologies (IST)
Indirect impact on
material intensity of
economy

Material intensity of ISTs’
product life cycles
Substitution potential
Optimization potential
Induction potential

Table 1: Categories of Interaction between ICT and the
Environmental Dimension of Sustainability
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Baumer & Silberman: When the Implication is not to
Design (Technology), CHI, 2011
• It is not obvious that the complex conditions associated with
unsustainability—including environmental, political, social, historical,
economic, and other factors—are best addressed with computing
technology

• Could the technology be replaced by an equally viable low-tech or non-technological
approach to the situation?
• Does a technological intervention result in more trouble or harm than the situation
it’s meant to address?
• Does a technology solve a computationally tractable transformation of a problem
rather than the problem itself?

• No single, simple solution will enable us to live sustainably
• Encourages attending to the complex ways technological interventions
reconfigure the situations into which they are introduced

DiSalvo et al.: Navigating the Terrain of Sustainable HCI,
Interactions, 2010
• A dominant genre in sustainable HCI is persuasive technology: systems that
attempt to convince users to behave in a more sustainable way.
• Designers usually determine what constitutes “sustainable behavior,”
• What counts as success is behavior change
or decision making that aligns with the predetermined desired behaviors, although
many papers in this genre do not evaluate sustainability

• How to approach users and their lifestyles: Individuals vs. groups/society
• Question whether a solution for sustainability can be achieved through
technology alone, or perhaps at all
• If technology is not the point, then what becomes the work of sustainable HCI?

• If we agree that fundamental change is needed and it might be change that
users don’t want, who gets to decide what change should happen and
how?

Preist et al.: Evaluating Sustainable Interaction Design of
Digital Services: The Case of YouTube, CHI, 2019
• Application of Sustainable Interaction Design (SID) to understand and
reduce the environmental impact of digital services
• Energy use and associated GHG emissions of systems of products and
infrastructure associated with service use
• Identifying and eliminating digital waste
• Evaluation should consider goal, mechanism, metric, method, and scope

• Corporate GHG strategy

Hindle: If you bill it, they will pay: Energy consumption
in the cloud will be irrelevant until directly billed for,
RE4SuSy, 2018
• We have limited motivation to investigate energy consumption in the
cloud because cloud customers cannot necessarily realize savings
• Much like carbon-taxes, end-user billing of software energy
consumption will promote reduced energy consumption or at least
sustainable energy consumption
• If system operators are choosing software packages and services for
their sustainability footprint then there will be significant pressure on
software developers to address energy consumption as a first-class
non-functional requirement in their software systems

Coroama & Mattern: Digital Rebound – Why
Digitalization Will Not Redeem Us Our Environmental
Sins, ICT4S, 2019
• Types of rebound effect
•
•
•
•

Direct - Jevon’s paradox or Backfire
Indirect – Induction effect, Income and substitution effect, Producer rebound
Time rebound
General equilibrium effects and other macro level rebound

• Digitalization and its rebound
• Digitalization without rebound

Increasing the awareness of the effects of
software and systems

Duboc et al.: Do we really know what we are building? Raising
awareness of potential Sustainability Effects of Software
every aspect
of sustainability
is quite impossible). Engineering, RE, 2019
Systems
in(which
Requirements
Instead, we aimed to give requirements engineers a starting
point for discussing possible sustainability effects. Thus, we
chose to cover only five topics for each dimension, although
additional (system and domain-specific) topics could well
arise for each dimension as the interview progresses. Our
starting sample of topics is listed in the Table 1.

• question-based framework for raising awareness of the po-tential
effects of software systems on sustainability Figure 2. Front page of the question sheet for the social dimension

Social
Individual
Environmental
Economic
Technical

(1) Sense of Community; (2) Trust; (3) Inclusiveness and
Diversity; (4) Equality; (5) Participation and Communication;
(1) Health; (2) Lifelong learning; (3) Privacy; (4) Safety;
(5) Agency;
(1) Material and Resources; (2) Soil, Atmospheric and Water
Pollution; (3) Energy; (4) Biodiversity and Land Use; (5)
Logistics and Transportation;
(1) Value; (2) Customer Relationship Management (CRM);
(3) Supply chain; (4) Governance and Processes; (5) Innovation and R&D;
(1) Maintainability; (2) Usability; (3) Extensibility and
Adaptability; (4) Security; (5) Scalability;

ranging from social sustainabil
technology transfer.

Figure 3. Extract of the notes taking form

TABLE 1. T OPICS COVERED BY QUESTIONS IN EACH DIMENSION

Figure 2 exemplifies the questions for social dimension.
The forms can be found in [13].

RQ2:

3.3. Extreme Scenarios and Chains of Effects

RQ3:

Does the framework help to identify the potential chains-of-effects of software systems on
sustainability?
How practical is the proposed approach?

The facilitator (first autho
online document and invited p
views on factors that affect the
ability, and questions that a re
consider regarding these facto
systems – Airbnb and a procu
to ground the discussions. Ai
generally well known and com
the procurement system was stu
in a previously reported work
through three rounds of activit
question sets: The first (contrib
panel members providing their
document and populating ques
tion elicitation, the panel memb

Condori-Fernandez et al.: Using Participatory Technicalaction-research to validate a Software Sustainability
Model, ICT4S, 2019

Table II: Sustainability-quality analysis of the MWM system (Green cell= QA is addressed, orange cell= QA is
discovered as relevant, light-gray cell= QA is in the model but not relevant for the project, += new contribution)
Characteristics
Compatibility

Attributes
Co-existence

Interoperability

• Sustainability Assessment
Framework (SAF)
• Validation of sustainabilityquality model
• Practitioners

• Confirms the multidimensional nature of
sustainability
Table III: New quality attributes and corresponding contributions to the
Characteristics
Data Privacy

Attributes
Data Privacy

Timeliness
Regulation
compliance
Scalability

Timeliness
Regulation
compliance
Scalability

Tailorability

Tailorability

Context coverage

Context completeness
Flexibility

Effectiveness
Efficiency

Effectiveness
Efficiency

Freedom
from risk

Economic risk
mitigation
Environmental
risk mitigation
Health
and
safety
risk
mitigation
Functional appropriateness
Functional
correctness
Functional
completeness
Modifiability

Functional
suitability

Maintainability

Modularity
Reusability
Testability
Performance
efficiency

Capacity

Definition according to [9]
product can perform its functions efficiently while sharing environment and
resources with other products.
a system can exchange information with other systems and use the information
that has been exchanged.
system can be used in all the specified contexts of use

TECH

SOC

TECH

SOC

Reliability

Satisfaction
Security

ECON

system can be used in contexts beyond those initially specified in the requirements.
accuracy and completeness with which users achieve specified goals.
resources expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness with which
users achieve goals.
system mitigates the potential risk to financial status in the intended contexts of
use.
system mitigates the potential risk to property or the environment in the intended
contexts of use.
system mitigates the potential risk to people in the intended contexts of use.
the functions facilitate the accomplishment of specified tasks and objectives.
system provides the correct results with the needed degree of precision.
degree to which the set of functions covers all the specified tasks and user
objectives.
system can be effectively and efficiently modified without introducing defects
or degrading existing product quality
system is composed of components such that a change to one component has
minimal impact on other components.
an asset can be used in more than one system, or in building other assets
effectiveness and efficiency with which test criteria can be established for a
system.
the maximum limits of a product or system parameter meet requirements.

the amounts and types of resources used by a system, when performing its
functions, meet requirements.
response, processing times and throughput rates of a system, when performing
its functions, meet requirements.
system can effectively and efficiently be adapted for different or evolving
ENV
ECONhardware, software or usage environments.
Replaceability
product can be replaced by another specified software product for the same
purpose in the same environment.
Availability
system is operational and accessible when required for use.
Fault tolerance
system operates as intended despite the presence of hardware or software faults.
Maturity
system meets needs for reliability under normal operation.
Recoverability
system can recover data affected and re-establish the desired state of the system
is case of an interruption or a failure.
Trust
stakeholders has confidence that a product or system will behave as intended.
Usefulness
user is satisfied with their perceived achievement of pragmatic goals.
Accountability
actions of an entity can be traced uniquely to the entity.

+

+

Resource utilization
Time
sustainability dimensions
behaviour
Portability
Adaptability

Definitions
privacy concerns arise wherever personally identifiable information is collected,
stored, or used.
the fact or quality of being done or occurring at a favourable or useful time.
allows to draw conclusions about how well software adheres to application
related regulations in laws.
the ability of a computing process to be used or produced in a range of
capabilities
system’s capability to allow users to create or enable new configuration of
functionality as well as control information provision.

ENV

+

LEVERAGE POINTS

Penzenstadler B. et al.: Software Engineering for
Sustainability - Find the Leverage Points!, IEEE Software,
2018

Donella Meadows stated that “Leverage points are places within a complex system (a corporation, an economy, a living body, a
city, an ecosystem) where a small shift in one thing can produce big changes in everything.”3 Table A lists the leverage points (LPs)
in increasing order of effectiveness according to Meadows. While all LPs can bring about change, the later ones are more likely to
create significant changes to the system behavior but may also require more effort to implement. Meadows’s LPs refer to any kind
of change, whether enabled by software or not. In the main article, we use them as an analysis tool for exploring how software can
trigger broader changes in societal systems. However, they are hard to identify and act on—they are not a silver bullet.

• “Leverage points are places within a
complex system (a corporation, an
economy, a living body, a city, an
ecosystem) where a small shift in one
thing can produce big changes in
everything.” Meadows D.H., 1999
• Software engineers need to be aware
of the power of software systems as a
transformational force in society and
the significant impact that their
designs can have.

Table A. Leverage points.3
Leverage point

Description

LP 12

Constants, parameters, and numbers. Tweaking parameters allows change to the intensity of the flows in systems but
rarely alters the underlying dynamics.

LP 11

The sizes of buffers and other stabilizing stocks, relative to their flows. Stabilize a system by adjusting the capacity of its
buffers, and make it more efficient by optimizing the flow.

LP 10

The structure of material stocks and flows (such as transportation networks and population age structures). Physical
structure is crucial in a system but often hard to change; therefore, the leverage point is in proper initial design.

LP 9

The lengths of delays, relative to the rate of system change. A system cannot respond to short-term changes when it has
long-term delays.

LP 8

The strength of balancing feedback loops, relative to the impacts they respond to. Balancing feedback loops help systems
to self-correct by monitoring and adjusting according to the system goal.

LP 7

The gain around reinforcing feedback loops. Reinforcing feedback loops can be sources of system instability or
mechanisms to amplify desired change, so adjusting their strength affects how the system responds to change.

LP 6

The structure of information flows. This can create a new feedback loop that was not there before. Altering the structure of
information flows enables more agency by users.

LP 5

The rules of the system, including incentives, punishments, and constraints. Social rules include constitutions, laws,
standards, policies, and incentives. Changing the rules of a system can change the behavior of the society under them.

LP 4

The power to add, change, evolve, or self-organize system structure. In biology, this is called evolution; in society, we call it
empowerment. In systems terms, it is called self-organization, the strongest form of system resilience.

LP 3

The goals of the system. Changing the goal of a system is a powerful strategy to effect change but can be hard to achieve.

LP 2

The mind-set or paradigm out of which the system arises. Paradigms are a shared set of deep beliefs about how the world
works. They are the hardest to change in a system, as society will fiercely resist any challenges to its paradigms.

LP 1

The power to transcend paradigms. This final and most effective LP is about being unattached to existing paradigms; there
is no certainty in any particular worldview.

